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A. INTRODUCTION 

This is a product liability action arising out of the robotically

assisted surgery performed by Dr. Scott Bildsten using a system ("da 

Vinci System") m~ufactured by Intuitive Surgical, Inc. ("Intuitive"). In 

her petition for review, Josette Taylor, Fred Taylor's wife and personal 

representative ("Taylor"), misrepresents the actual facts at trial. In so 

doing, she also seeks to upend settled principles of Washington product 

liability law. 

Dr. Scott Bildsten performed robotically-assisted surgery on Fred 

Taylor at Harrison Medical Center ("Hanison") in Bremerton to remove 

Taylor's prostate. Prior to the surgery, Dr. Bildsten specifically disclosed 

to Fred Taylor, and discussed with him, the possible risks of his surgical 

procedure, including risks specific to robotically-assisted surgeries using 

the da Vinci System. After this discussion, Fred Taylor insisted on 

robotically-assisted surgery and specifically consented to the surgery here. 

But Dr. Bildsten exercised poor medical judgment in selecting Taylor for 

such robotically-assisted surgery and performed the surgery negligently. 

As a result of Dr. Bildsten's negligence, Fred Taylor was injured. Taylor 

then sued Dr. Bildsten, his partner, his practice, and Intuitive. She also 

sued Hanison, and then settled any c01porate negligence claims against it, 

a critical fact omitted from her petition for review. 
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Taylor now asserts that although the jury found Intuitive to have 

properly warned Dr. Bildsten as a "learned intermediarY' under the 

Washington Products Liability Act, RCW 7.72 ("WPLA"), she is entitled 

to a new trial against Intuitive because Intuitive allegedly breached a 

separate duty to warn Harrison under WPLA. Taylor also contends that a 

strict liability standard governs the duty to warn learned intermediaries. 

This Court should reject Taylor's bid to create a Supreme Court 

issue where none exists. Harrison is certainly not a learned intermediary 

under the WPLA because it did not prescribe or operate the da Vinci 

System for Fred Taylor's surgery. But, more to the point, Taylor has no 

standing to sue Intuitive under the WPLA for any alleged independent 

duty Intuitive might have had to warn Harrison about its da Vinci System, 

a point missed by Taylor and the Court of Appeals dissent. Further, there 

are significant prudential reasons why review of this issue is inappropriate 

in this case. Finally, controlling precedent applies a negligence standard 

to the duty to warn learned intermediaries under the WPLA, as the Court 

of Appeals unanimously determined. Taylor had a fair trial over six 

weeks and lost. This Court should deny review. RAP 13.4(b). 

B. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

Taylor raises five issues for review by this Court, pet. at 2, and 
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then only discusses two of them in the petition.1 Like the Court of 

Appeals, op. at 2 n.4, this Court should disregard the three issues Taylor 

failed to properly raise. 

C. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The Court of Appeals opinion discusses the facts here, op. at 2-7, 

but several factual points bear emphasis. 

The da Vinci System translates the surgeon's natural hand 

movements, which are performed on instrument controls at a surgeon's 

console, into corresponding micro-movements of instruments positioned 

inside the patient through small incisions, or ports. CP 335. Theda Vinci 

System provides the surgeon with intuitive control, range of motion, fine 

tissue manipulation capability, and high definition 3-D vision. ld. A 

surgeon perceives that his or her hands are immersed in the surgical field, 

even though they are outside the patient's body, and that the tools are in 

his or her own hands. CP 335. The da Vinci System may only be used by 

medical professionals upon a physician's order or prescription for its use. 

1 Taylor later acknowledges that the other three issues "do not independently 
require this Court to grant review." Pet. at 20. Taylor is correct. Under RAP 13.7(b), 
merely listing issues in the fashion Taylor has done here in the petition, without 
articulating an actual rationale for review, does not "raise" those issues. RAP 13.4(cX7) 
requires a petition to contain "a clear and concise statement of the reason why review 
should be accepted ... " Just as the violation of RAP 13.4(c)(5) results in the denial of 
review on an issue, State v. Korum, 157 Wn.2d 614, 623-25, 141 P.3d 13 (2006), the 
same principle applies to a violation of RAP 13.4(c)(7). 
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CP 364.2 

Intuitive provided extensive materials regarding the da Vinci 

System to purchasers and surgeons.3 

In June 2008, Fred Taylor was diagnosed with prostate cancer. CP 

176. He sought treatment for that condition from Dr. Bildsten, a board-

certified urologist. RP 1017-18.4 Dr. Bildsten presented him with several 

2 Open surgical procedures are still commonly used by surgeons, but the large 
incisions required for open surgery create trauma to the patient, resulting in longer 
recovery time, increased chance of blood loss, increased hospitalization time, and 
increased pain and suffering. CP 335. Over the past two decades, minimally invasive 
robotic surgery has reduced this patient trauma by allowing selected surgeries to be 
performed through small ports rather than large incisions, often resulting in shorter 
recovery times, fewer complications, and reduced hospitalization time. !d. Intuitive was 
founded in 1995 and three generations of da Vinci systems are currently in use. CP 139. 
Since its introduction, the da Vinci System has gained wide acceptance among surgeons, 
and is currently used, for example, in approximately 84% of prostatectomy surgeries in 
the United States. Op. at 2. 

3 The User Manual for the da Vinci System, which was submitted to the United 
States Food and Drug Administration ("FDA"), contained a number of instructions, 
warnings, contraindication&, and precautions, including a specific direction that 
robotically-assisted surgery should not occur on persons who are morbidly obese. CP 
159, 366. Intuitive provided that manual to purchasers like Harrison. Ex. 503; RP 1819. 

In addition to this Manual, Intuitive provided surgeons the "da Vinci 
Prostatectomy Procedure Guide." Ex. 509. The guide cautioned that "[u]seful 
guidelines for early patient selection are: Thin patient: BMI <30." !d. at 4. Intuitive also 
provided "The Clinical Pathway and Training Protocol for da Vinci Prostatectomy," 
which advised surgeons to "pick simple cases" for their "[fjirst 4-6 cases" and to choose 
patients with a "[l]ow BMI." Ex. 511. Hospitals received this document RP 716. 
Intuitive also recommended that surgeons choose patients with no prior abdominal 
surgery. Ex. 509 at 4. 

4 Dr. Bildsten was a veteran urological surgeon with 15 years of experience, 
having performed more than one hundred open prostatectomy procedures; before Fred 
Taylor's surgery, he received training on how to use the da Vinci System from Intuitive, 
observed more than ten surgeries involving the da Vinci System, and performed two 
proctored surgeries using the da Vinci System. CP 218. Intuitive provided Dr. Bildsten 
with training on how to operate the da Vinci System both at Intuitive headquarters and at 
Harrison. CP 217. 
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cancer treatment options, one of which was a robotic prostatectomy using 

the da Vinci System. CP 180-81. 

In warning Dr. Bildsten about how to use the da Vinci System, 

Intuitive told Dr. Bildsten that for his early cases using the da Vinci 

System he should choose simple cases and patients with a low BMI. RP 

780, 1140. Dr. Bildsten was also reminded of these selection criteria by 

Intuitive's staff. RP 1067. Dr. Bildsten received Intuitive's general guide, 

the prostatectomy-specific guide, and the clinical pathway guide, which 

again indicated that during his first four to six surgeries he should start 

with simple cases in patients with a low BMI, and that patients should be 

in the "steep Trendelenburg" position. Ex. 509. 

Dr. Bildsten knew he was in the early learning curve for the 

device. RP 1133-34. He knew he should only perform surgery with the 

da Vinci System on thin patients during his early part of his learning 

curve. RP 1134. Nowhere in the petition does Taylor acknowledge that 

Dr. Bildsten knew Fred Taylor was an exceedingly poor choice for 

robotically-assisted surgery, and was negligent in selecting him for such 

surgery contrary to Intuitive's unambiguous warnings.' 

5 Not noted in the Court of Appeals' opinion or Taylor's petition is the fact that 
at the time of his surgery, Fred Taylor weighed 280 pounds and had a BMI of 
approximately 39. CP 926. Dr. Bildsten admitted that "extreme obesity" was an 
"absolute contraindication" for the da Vinci surgery. RP 1138. Dr. Bildsten knew Fred 
Taylor was "severely obese," CP 173-74; RP 1140, or "morbidly obese" in clinical terms. 
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Nevertheless, Dr. Bildsten discussed da Vinci surgery with Fred 

Taylor, warning him of the risks and complications including possible 

rectal injury, incontinence, and even more significant complications. CP 

243-48, 250. Fred Taylor signed the informed consent form that identified 

the risks that Dr. Bildsten discussed with him about da Vinci surgery, 

including damage to the rectal wall and other serious complications 

associated with the surgery. CP 243. See Appendix. !d. Dr. Bildsten 

testified that he told Taylor these risks, and that Fred Taylor insisted on 

surgery rather than radiation. RP 1 067. 

Dr. Bildsten was not only negligent in selecting Fred Taylor for 

robotically-assisted surgery, 6 he was negligent in performing that surgery, 

and then the later open surgery, as Taylor's own urological expert, Dr. S. 

Adam Ramin, testified. CP 905-06, 977. 

Prior to trial, Taylor settled with the doctors and their practice, CP 

764-77, and settled any claim, including corporate negligence claims, 

RP 1359. He had a history of multiple surgeries, including three abdominal surgeries 
(appendectomy, gall bladder removal, hernia surgery with mesh), which complicated his 
suitability for prostate surgery. CP 178. Taylor had been diagnosed with diabetes, 
coronary artery disease, hypertension, and high cholesterol. RP 1348-50, 1370. He had 
received treatment for those conditions, including a quintuple bypass heart surgery in 
2002. RP 1348-57. Fred Taylor's physicians prescribed blood pressure, cholesterol, and 
diabetes medications, which he did not regularly take. !d. The medical records show that 
Taylor's diabetes and high blood pressure were out of control for many years before his 
death. RP 1376. 

6 Dr. Bildsten ultimately determined, based upon his medical training, 
judgment, and experience, to proceed with robotically-assisted surgery, despite Intuitive's 
warnings, and despite Fred Taylor's complex medical history. RP 1134. 
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against Harrison. At trial, Taylor adduced no evidence from Harrison 

personnel regarding any distinct duty to warn owed by Intuitive to 

Harrison; no Harrison personnel were called to testify at trial. 7 

D. ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE DENIED8 

(1) The Jury Found Intuitive Fulfilled Its Duty to Warn 
Taylor's Surgeon; the Trial Court Did Not Err in Declining 
to Impose an Additional Duty to W am Harrison 

Taylor asks this Court to upend settled Washington law on the duty 

to warn in product liability cases. The trial court's instructions on the duty 

to warn under the WPLA are found in Instructions 10-14. CP 5397-5400. 

In particular, Instructions 10 and 11 properly descnbed the duty to warn 

Dr. Bildsten. CP 5397, 5398. See Appendix. Taylor's proposed 

7 In her proposed instructions 12 and 28 and in her Court of Appeals briefing, 
Taylor argued the duty to warn Harrison was essentially the same duty to warn owed to 
Dr. Bildsten. Br. of Appellant at 39-48; reply br. at 2-12. The jury, of course, exonerated 
Intuitive from liability for a breach of any duty to warn or train Dr. Bildsten. CP 5628-
30. 

8 Were this Court to conclude that review is merited, Intuitive reserves the right 
to raise the conditional argument that the jury's verdict was also sustained because Dr. 
Bildsten's negligence was the superseding cause of Fred Taylor's injuries as a matter of 
law. Lewis River Golf, Inc. v. O.M. Scott & Sons, 120 Wn.2d 712, 714, 845 P.2d 987 
(1993). Dr. Bildsten was negligent in his decision to use the da Vinci System in Fred 
Taylor's surgery, ignoring warnings from Intuitive about patient selection. Intuitive 
could not have foreseen that a trained, board-certified surgeon would ignore warnings 
about patient selection early in his learning curve on the robotic surgical system. Dr. 
Bildsten's negligent patient selection broke the causal chain. The difficulties Dr. Bildsten 
experienced during the robotic surgery were directly attnbutable to his poor selection of 
an obese patient as a candidate. RP 892, 1072, 1080, 1143. Moreover, Dr. Bildsten's 
surgical negligence caused Fred Taylor's injuries. RP 905-06. For example, Dr. Bildsten 
testified that he tore Taylor's rectum during an attempt to release an adhesion between 
Taylor's rectal wall and prostate. RP 1080. Again, such negligence broke the causal 
chain. 
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instructions 12 and 28 sought to extend the duty to warn and train to 

Harrison, despite the lack of evidence from anyone at Harrison. 9 Review 

is not merited on this issue. RAP 13 .4(b ). 

Taylor now argues, in effect, that although the jury found Intuitive 

was not negligent in its warnings to Dr. Bildsten, the learned intermediary 

who actually used the da Vinci System, she had a claim against Intuitive 

for its alleged negligence in failing to provide what would presumably be 

identical warnings to Harrison. 10 She does not, and her argument would 

upend Washington law on product liability. 

(a) Harrison Is Not a Learned Intermediary to Which a 
Dutv to W am is Owed 

Plainly, Dr. Bildsten, not Harrison, was the learned intermediary to 

whom a WPLA duty to warn was owed. 11 Dr. Bildsten, not Harrison, 

9 In this case, there is no evidence that Harrison prescribed the da Vinci System 
for Fred Taylor's surgery. Moreover, there is no evidence that Harrison personnel met 
with Fred Taylor regarding the da Vinci System, or attempted to obtain informed consent 
separate from that obtained by Dr. Bildsten. That burden appropriately fell on Dr. 
Bildsten as the prescribing professional. 

10 If Taylor is contending different warnings should have been given to Harrison 
(and that is not clear from Taylor's argument), that demonstrates the impracticality of 
Taylor's duty to warn concept 

11 Washington'sleamed intermediary principle, first recognized by this Court in 
Terhune v. A.H. Robins Co., 90 Wn.2d 9, 13-14, 577 P.2d 975 (1978) where it adopted 
comment k to the Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A, provides that a warning about a 
medical device or pharmaceutical must be given to the physician, standing in the patient's 
shoes, because the physician "decides what facts must be told to the patient'' in that 
physician's informed judgment as to the use of the device or substance in the patient's 
best interest. Id. at 15. 
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stood in Fred Taylor's shoes to receive Intuitive's warnings about the use 

of the da Vinci robotically-assisted surgical system because it was Dr. 

Bildsten's medical judgment regarding its use in Taylor's specific case 

that is at issue. 

It is precisely because of the central importance of a physician's 

exercise of professional judgment that this Court rejected the contention 

that the duty to warn extends to pharmacists in McKee v. American Home 

Products Corp., 113 Wn.2d 701, 782 P.3d 1045 (1989), a case not even 

mentioned by Taylor. This Court there emphasized that the learned 

intermediary doctrine applies in connection with pharmaceuticals to 

professionals exercising medical judgment as to their use for a patient, id. 

at 709-10, emphasizing the education, knowledge, and judgment of the 

physician upon which the patient relies for the patient's treatment. Id. at 

711-12.12 

This analysis applies with equal force to the application of the 

learned intermediary principle to a hospital where a physician, not the 

hospital, prescribes the use of the da Vinci System to treat a particular 

patient. This is a matter of medical judgment not exercised by the 

12 See also, Silves v. King, 93 Wn. App. 873, 970 P.2d 790 (1999) (pbannacist 
had no duty to warn of drug interactions or consult with doctor regarding them; hospital's 
discharge nurse had no duty to warn of such interactions as that was duty of prescribing 
physician). 
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hospital. Here, Dr. Bildsten, not Harrison, bore the responsibility under 

RCW 7. 70 to exercise professional judgment, and to prescribe and then 

properly utilize the da Vinci System in Fred Taylor's case. To the extent 

that Taylor's proposed instructions 12 and 28 seek to expand the learned 

intermediary principle beyond the professional actually prescribing the 

product, they are an incorrect statement of law and were properly rejected 

by the trial court. Havens v. C&D Plastics, Inc., 124 Wn.2d 158, 167, 876 

P.2d 435 (1994). 

(b) Intuitive Owed No Indtmendent Duty to Warn 
Harrison upon Which Taylor Was Entitled to Sue 
Intuitive 

Taylor contends that Intuitive owed Harrison an independent duty 

to warn under the WPLA, and that she was entitled to sue Intuitive for its 

putative breach of that duty. Pet at 12-15. This argwnent was adopted in 

large measure by the Court of Appeals dissent. Op. at 19-23. Left 

unaddressed by Taylor or that dissent, however, is how Taylor could 

invoke a duty owed to Harrison. 

No Washington case has held that multiple duties to warn are 

required under RCW 7. 72.030(1 )(b). The precise contour of this duty to 

warn is not specified anywhere by Taylor; she seemingly contends that 

Intuitive had a duty to warn Harrison about the da Vinci System so that 

Harrison would have either concluded not to buy it or that Harrison would 
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not have credentialed Dr. Bildsten in its use.13 

No Washington case has held that a party like Taylor may invoke 

the breach of the duty to warn another as the basis for recovery. Indeed, 

Taylor settled any corporate negligence claims against Harrison. Under 

cases like Pedroza v. Bryant, 101 Wn.2d 226, 677 P.2d 166 (1984) or 

Douglas v. Freeman, 117 Wn.2d 242, 814 P.2d 1160 (1991), a hospital 

owes a non-delegable duty to a patient to furnish appropriate staff or 

equipment to provide services to a patient. The da Vinci System might 

well fall within such a duty, including the obligation to properly credential 

staff using it. But Taylor has resolved any claim by Fred Taylor against 

Harrison for an improperly credentialed staff by settling with Harrison. 

Intuitive owes no duty to Taylor to assure that Harrison fulfills its non-

delegable duty to properly credential its surgeons. Taylor has no standing 

to assert a product liability claim on behalf of Harrison as the product 

purchaser for Intuitive's warnings to the hospital regarding the da Vinci 

System and the credentialiilg of physicians using it; instead, Taylor seeks 

what amounts to a double recovery against Intuitive. 

13 That duty argument certainly raises a legal causation question, given the 
attenuated and speculative causal chain it asks this Court to accept. Kim v. Budget Rent
a-Car Systems, Inc., 143 Wn.2d 190,204, 15 P.3d 1283 (2001) (legal causation is not met 
if the connection between the ultimate result and the defendant's act is too remote or 
insubstantial to impose liability). 
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(c) Prudential Reasons Dictate that Review Is 
Inappropriate in This Case 

In addition to the fact that Taylor lacks standing to raise an issue of 

an independent duty to warn that might be owed by Intuitive to Harrison, 

there are significant prudential reasons that should deter this Court from 

granting review. 

First, there is no evidence supporting Taylor's proposed 

instructions on a duty to warn Harrison. 14 Taylor did not call any 

witnesses from Harrison to present testimony as to how Intuitive's alleged 

failure to warn or train Harrison staff about the da Vinci System caused 

Fred Taylor's injuries. Taylor's theory on appeal appears to be that 

Intuitive should somehow have warned Harrison not to purchase a da 

Vinci System or not to credential Dr. Bildsten personally, or that Intuitive 

should have controlled Harrison's credentialing program. 15 Taylor 

14 It is not error to deny a jury instruction where there is no substantial evidence 
upon which to base it Ramey v. Knorr, 130 Wn. App. 672, 689, 124 P.3d 314, 323 
(2005); Lofgren v. W. Washington Corp. of Seventh Day Adventists, 65 Wn.2d 144, 148, 
396 P.2d 139, 141 (1964). Mere speculation is insufficient to support an instruction; it 
must be demonstrated by the evidence. 

15 Taylor's implication in the petition at 7 that Intuitive "controlled" Harrison's 
committee on robotic surgery is simply false. Intuitive staff discussed credentialing with 
hospitals, providing information, RP 712-16, but the ultimate credentialing standards of a 
hospital were "really none of our business." RP 717. See also, RP 717-18. Dr. Bildsten 
was a voting member of Harrison's committee on robotic surgery technology; Intuitive's 
employees simply attended the meetings and provided information. RP 1035, 1695, 
2484-85. 

Taylor also repeats the blatantly false assertion that Intuitive allegedly told 
Harrison that two proctored cases would suffice for credentialing. Pet at 7-8. Intuitive 
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adduced no evidence at trial from any Harrison witness to support this 

theory that warnings to Harrison would have had any effect on Harrison's 

purchasing or credentialing decisions. Taylor's argument ultimately is 

mere speculation, which is another reason why the trial court properly 

rejected the theory. 

Second, the proposed instructions on an independent duty to warn 

Harrison are incorrect statements of Washington law in any event. 

Taylor's proposed instructions 12 and 28 state that the WPLA imposes a 

duty on Intuitive in a product liability case to train Harrison's professional 

staff in the use of its product. A duty to train by the manufacturer is 

nowhere recognized in WPLA, and specifically rejected in other 

jurisdictions. Br. of Resp't at 25-32. These instructions incorrectly 

expanded the WPLA' s duty to warn, and the trial court was not obligated 

to give them as they erroneously stated the law. Havens, supra. 

Finally, any alleged error in this case as to an independent duty to 

warn Harrison was ultimately hannless where Dr. Bildsten warned Fred 

has repeatedly noted in pleadings in the Court of Appeals that this is false. A surgeon's 
learning curve was variable, individual to that surgeon. RP 1983. Intuitive told Harrison 
how other hospitals set their credentialing requirements, which varied. RP 713-17, 721. 
Intuitive reminded hospitals that it is a hospital's responsibility for deciding privileges 
and credentials for its surgeons. Taylor presented no evidence at trial from a Harrison 
employee about what their credentialing standards were ''based on," nor any discussion 
of Harrison's evaluation of the information provided by Intuitive. Intuitive did not state 
that two proctored surgeries were sufficient. Instead, Intuitive recommended two 
proctored surgeries or hospital protocol. RP 1036, 1656, 1729. 
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Taylor in detail regarding the risks of robotically-assisted surgery and 

secured his informed consent to the surgery. In tum, Intuitive specifically 

warned Dr. Bildsten, like all other surgeons who were trained in the use of 

the da Vinci System, about the risks of robotically-assisted surgery 

generally and on patients such as Fred Taylor in specific; the jury 

exonerated Intuitive for any liability for failure to warn Dr. Bildsten. As 

noted supra, Taylor argued the same warnings were due Harrison as were 

due to Dr. Bildsten. There was no evidence at trial that any different or 

additional warnings to Harrison would have changed the outcome. 16 Such 

a theory is mere speculation, and the trial court properly rejected Taylor's 

proposed jury instructions regarding a failure to warn or train Harrison. 

Review is not merited. RAP 13 .4(b ). 

(2) The Trial Court Properly Applied a Negligence Standard, 
Rather than Strict Liability, to the Duty to W am a Learned 
Intermediary 

Taylor claims that strict liability, rather than negligence, 17 governs 

Intuitive's duty to warn, contending that this Court has somehow "left 

16 Br. ofResp't at 32-33; RCW 4.36.240 (error must affect substantial rights of 
parties); State v. Britton, 27 Wn.2d 336,341, 178 P.2d 341 (1947) (harmless error is error 
that "is trivial, or formal, or merely academic; and was not prejudicial to substantial 
rights of the party assigning it, and in no way affected the final outcome of the case."). 

17 Taylor bas never argued on appeal that substantial evidence did not support 
the jury's verdict on negligence with regard to the warnings and training given to Dr. 
Bildsten. 
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open" the question of whether a negligence standard applies. Pet. at 15-

20. The Court of Appeals here unanimously disagreed. Taylor 

misrepresents Washington law that clearly provides that negligence, not 

strict liability, governs the duty to warn a learned intermediary about a 

medical product. 18 Instruction 11 was based on WPI 110.02.01, and is a 

correct statement of the negligence standard in a medical device case.19 

CP 5398. 

Taylor suggests that this Court has not yet decided whether the 

Restatement's comment k applies to "defective warning" claims. Taylor is 

simply wrong. It has. The holding in Rogers v. Miles Labs., Inc., 116 

Wn.2d 195, 802 P.2d 1346 (1991) is clear and is the basis for a pattern 

instruction, WPI 110.02.01. The Rogers court held that an inadequate 

failure to warn claim relating to an unavoidably unsafe product is a 

negligence claim, not strict liability. !d. at 207. The Court explicitly 

resolved the question of whether strict liability or negligence applied; it 

had to rule on the issue of the standard for inadequate warnings in doing 

so. !d. Taylor's attempt to argue that Rogers' holding was dictum 

because it only addressed design defects actually concedes that this Court 

18 Courts in other states hold that a negligence standard applies in warning 
learned intermediaries about unavoidably unsafe products. See, e.g., Hahn v. Richter, 
673 A.2d 888 (Pa. 1996). 

19 Instruction 11 is also incorrectly stated that Intuitive had a duty to train, 
which again is unsupported in law. Despite this error, Intuitive prevailed at trial. 
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there impliedly determined that warnings were at issue. 

Moreover, Rogers does not state that the plaintiffs alleged only 

design defect claims and not inadequate warning claims. In fact, after the 

Rogers court explicitly resolved the inadequate warning issue, it 

determined that the federal court had to resolve the plaintiffs' negligence 

claims, acknowledging that there was a duty to warn issue remaining. !d. 

The inadequate warning holding in Rogers is not dictum. 20 The Rogers 

holding has been good law for 23 years. 

In addition to discounting Rogers ' holding as dictum, Taylor tries 

to avoid Rogers on multiple other grounds. Pet. at 17-19. None of these 

arguments is persuasive as to why review is warranted. 

Taylor references the fact that Rogers adopted the reasoning of a 

California case, and incorrectly claims that the adopted reasoning was 

later "clarified" in California. Pet. at 18. That California case is still good 

law there.21 

20 When an interpretation of a rule of law is essential to a court's decision, it is 
not dictum. Wagg v. Estate of Dunham, 146 Wn.2d 63, 73, 42 P.3d 968 (2002). The 
term ''dictmn" refers to statements that have no bearing on the court's decision. In the 
Matter of the Marriage of Rideout, ISO Wn.2d 337,354,77 P.3d 1174 (2003). 

21 In fact, in Anderson v. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., 53 Cal. 3d 987, 1000, 
810 P.2d 549, 281 Cal. Rptr. 528 (1991), the California Supreme Court has reaffirmed 
the case that Taylor says is no longer the law in California, Brown v. Superior Court, 44 
Ca1.3d 1049, 751 P.2d 470, 245 Cal. Rptr. 412 (1988). In Anderson, the court noted that 
confusion had surrounded Brown about whether its holding was limited to prescription 
drug cases, in which negligence is the controlling principle of liability. !d. at 999. The 
Anderson court also clarified that "Brown clearly implied that knowledge is also a 
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Seeking another method to discount Rogers, Taylor references this 

Court's decision in Young v. Pharmaceuticals, 130 Wn.2d 160, 168, 922 

P.2d 59 (1996) which affirmed Rogers. Pet. at 17-18. Taylor tries to 

discount the controlling opinion in Young as "not binding" and of"limited 

precedential value," but nevertheless, relies on the Young dissent 

repeatedly. Id. at 18. 

It is understandable that Taylor would like to ignore Young, 

because it reaffirms Rogers that under comment k, inadequate warning 

claims are negligence claims. 130 Wn.2d at 168. However, the Young 

dissent did not deny that Rogers found precisely what the controlling 

plurality opinion described: "I agree with the majority that Rogers indeed 

considered the question and reached the attributed conclusion." Id. at 180-

81 (Madsen, J., dissenting). Taylor concedes that Young holds that 

negligence is the test for warning cases. Pet. at 17. In fact, because both 

the Young majority and the dissent agreed that Rogers concluded that 

under comment k inadequate warning claims are negligence claims, that 

component of strict liability for failure to warn in cases other than prescription drug 
cases." ld. at 1000 (emphasis added). Anderson did not overrule Brown, or even call it 
into question. Anderson relied on Brown 's reasoning that even in strict liability failure to 
warn cases, the plaintiff must prove that the manufacturer knew of the risks. ld. 
Moreover, Anderson is not a comment k case, and Brown is. Anderson, 53 Cal.3d at 
1008 (Mosk, A.J., concurring and dissenting) ("We emphatically declared in Brown that 
'there is an important distinction between prescription drugs and other products ... "'). 
Any difference in the analysis between Anderson and Brown is not a product of a change 
in the California Supreme Court's reasoning, but the difference between comment k cases 
and traditional strict liability cases. Id. 
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particular conclusion was reached unanimously by the Young court.22 

Finally, Division I in Estate of La Montagne v. Bristol-Meyers 

Squib, 127 Wn. App. 335, 343-44, Ill P .3d 857 (2005) had no difficulty 

in understanding that the rule in Rogers and Young applied.23 Taylor 

concedes that La Montagne applies a negligence standard by asking this 

Court to overrule it. Pet. at 19.24 

Although Rogers, Young, and La Montagne have long interpreted 

the WPLA to apply a negligence standard in duty to warn cases under 

comment k of the Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A, the Legislature 

has taken no steps to override such an interpretation, acquiescing in that 

interpretation of its statute.25 

22 In a plW"8.lity opinion, the holding of the court is the position of the justices 
concurring on the narrowest grounds. Davidson v. Hensen, 135 Wn.2d 112, 128, 954 
P.2d 1327 (1998), a point not addressed by Taylor. 

23 The negligence standard has also been recognized by federal courts in 
Washington. E.g., Laisure-Radke v. Par Pharmaceutical, Inc., 426 F. Supp.2d 1163, 
1171 (W.D. Wash. 2006). 

24 Division I recently re-affirmed in Payne v. Paugh,_ Wn. App. _, 
_P.3d ~ 2015 WL 5682438 (2015) that the negligence standard of comment k 
applies and an instruction based on WPI 110.02.01 was proper in a design defect case 
brought against the manufacturer of a medical device. 

25 The Legislature is presumed to be aware of judicial interpretations not only of 
its own enactments, but also the common law. City of Federal Way v. Koenig, 167 
Wn.2d 341, 350-51, 217 P.3d 1172 (2009). The Legislature's failure to change the 
common law or to amend the WPLA following a judicial decision interpreting it indicates 
legislative acquiescence in that decision. Soproni v. Polygon Apartment Partners, 137 
Wn.2d 319, 327 n.3, 971 P.2d 500, 512 (1999) (ruling that Legislature acquiesced in 
Court's interpretation of design defect cases under the WPLA). The Legislature has not 
seen fit to change the common law or to amend the WPLA to reverse the rule that 
comment k inadequate warning claims sound in negligence since this Court decided 
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Taylor finally makes the strange argument that Rogers is not 

controlling because a case-by-case analysis of whether a product is 

unavoidably unsafe should be applied to the da Vinci System. Pet. at 19-

20. But Taylor's argument is perplexing precisely because this Court has 

already ruled that comment k is applicable to medical products, including 

medical devices like the da Vinci System. Terhune, 90 Wn.2d at 17 

(intrauterine contraceptive device).26 Taylor neglects to reference Terhune 

on this point, and the case Taylor cites in support of her contention, this 

Court's decision in Guzman v. Amvac Chemical Corp., 141 Wn.2d 493, 7 

P .3d 795 (2005) does not support her position. There, this Court 

specifically noted that comment k is "especially applicable to medical 

devices." !d. at 508. It recognized a "blanket exemption" for medical 

products. !d. at 511. Contrary to Taylor's argument, there is no need for a 

case-by-case analysis of whether comment k applies to a medical device 

like a robotic surgical system. This Court's decisions in Terhune and 

Guzman say that it does. Apparently, Taylor wants to overrule Terhune 

and Guzman. 

There is no factual dispute that the da Vinci System is an 

Rogers and Young, and Division I decided La Montagne, confirming the applicability of 
that rule. 

26 See also, May v. Dafoe, 25 Wn. App. 575, 611 P.2d 1274, review denied, 93 
Wn.2d 1030 (1980) (infant incubator); Adams v. Synthen Spine Co. LP, 298 F.3d 1114 
(9th Cir. 2002) (surgically implanted spinal plate). 
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unavoidably unsafe product as described in comment k and Terhune. 

Taylor seeks a general ruling regarding medical devices and comment k, 

when the specific medical device at issue here undisputedly qualifies. 

This Court should deny review. RAP 13.4(b). 

E. CONCLUSION 

The Court of Appeals correctly determined that the trial court did 

not commit prejudicial error in its instructions to the jury on Intuitive's 

duty to warn under the WPLA. The trial court properly rejected Taylor's 

proposed instructions designed to allow her a claim for Intuitive's alleged 

breach of a duty to warn or train Harrison. The trial court also properly 

instructed the jury to apply a negligence standard, rather than strict 

liability. 

Taylor received a fair trial based on exceedingly favorable jury 

instructions and still did not prevail. Taylor simply failed to persuade the 

jury that Intuitive was culpable for Fred Taylor's injuries given Dr. 

Bildsten's negligent patient selection despite adequate warnings, and the 

injury he caused to Taylor during his surgery was unrelated to any action 

by Intuitive. 

This Court should deny review. 
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1C1'J'UP UROLOGY AISOCMl78 
liDO CHERRY A VI' SUITE 301 
~,WAJUfD 

(NOJm-D~U~ 

Phwlalan .. 8urpJa! Propadaa DJ&IA!MEI and Patient! Cpns!f!t 

TO TtE PA nENT: You have the rtg~ to be lnforrn8d about your candillart and the 
recommended ~&~rgal, mecfleal ar cUIQnollo pracedure ., that you may mike lhe dadefon 
whllhw ur not to unclergo the proclllelunllllfter knaw1ng tl'ladlkiJnvalved n any 
trellm8rt ~ avdlbll fD you. ,._ •lfunnalfon Ia not m.nt to U.nn you: It it an. 
ldfart ID Milke )'011 biller lnbmadiD that you may gl¥8 or Wlhhald your cxnent to a. 
pnacb8. If you dD nat undlnlland any flf the lnloi1MIIon pnMdlld, l8k your phyafclan to 
exp181nl. 

i. PATIENT NAiiE 
TAYLOR. FRED 

2. PRAC11TIONER PERFORMING THE TREATMENT/PROCEDURE 
SCOTT A. BILDSTEN, D.O. 

3. SUPERVISING PRAC11TIONER (IF APPLICABLE) 

'· 01HER PRACTITIONI!RS PERFORMING THE TRI!A.TMENTIPROCEDURE (IF 
APPUCABLE) 
JOHN C. HEDGES, M.D. 

1. COUNSEUNG PROVIDER (IF APPUCABL.El 

6. WHA'f.l8 THE CONDmON OR DIAGNOII& FOR WHICH THIS 
TREATIIENTIPROCJ!DURE IS RECOIIMENDED? 
Prcatats cancer 

1. WHAT DOES THIS TREATMENTIPROCI!DURE IWOLVE? 
Removal of entire proatata & 18rnlnaf veaialeland ragfanal petvlc lymph nodaa. 
(raclcal JetrOpUblc proatatecfomy)ul1he Da Vine( Robotic Sy8Cem 

B. ON WHAT PART OF THI! BODY WILL 1HIS TREATMENT/PROCEDURE BE 
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( PEFFO!'U8!D? 
PIDi'IIIIB 

8. WHAT ARE THE EXPECTED Bi!N&FITS OF THIS TREATM!N'riPROCEDURE? 
Possbfe cure of tumor ar cancer. 

10. WHAT ARE THE KNOWN RISKI OP 1118 TRI!ATMENTIPROCEDURE? 
• lmpo8nee (Inability to achieve adequata enJCIIons) 
• fnconUnance Onabftlr to maintain urinay contraQ 
• Strfcluras ofbladd.- and/or ulethra l'llqUirlng llratching or further procedures. 
·~ Damage to rectal wall (posa.lbly raqulrfng tlmporary coloatorny). 
• No guarantae of cancer cura and need for furlher cancer traatment auch as radiation 
or hormone tt.apy. 
• lnf8alfon of fnclalon 1'8quiri1g further treatrnent 
• Embofl (blood clot&) fi'om wlnllniD the IU11J 
• AJI8IIhatlc or cardlaVUcUiar pmblama durfng or after surgef'Y 
• Pam or hemra formation _, area Df lncllfon 
~ Slgnrticant blood lola, poaalbty requiring tranlfustons 

Umary lnfaclk)n 
• Death 
• Renal (kidney) failure 
. eeor...t penle length 
• Urinary ftstula 
• Urinary ratentbn 

11. WHAT ARE THE AI. TERNATIYES TO THIS TREATMENT/PROCEDURE? 
Radiation therapy, radloadlve Implant. removal ~en male hormones, observation (no 
Jmmediate treatment), ayolherapy, d&ient surgical appmachea. 

12. MIA.T WILL HAPPEN F TH! TR&A'1'1ENTIPROCEDURE IS NOT DONI!? 
Continued giWt'lh and poeel)le •PAMid of malignant (cancerous) tumor, making tumor 
Incurable or later t'8I'IVMif lrnpaaat:.la; urinary retanllon, pain, bleedlng, renal (kidney) 
faDU.Nt,death 

. . 
13. IS IT EXPECTED THAT AN ANESTHESIA PRACTITIONeR WILL BE INVOLVED 
IN THIS TREA111EHTIPROCEDURE? 
rT IS EXPECTED that 111 aneltMeia practfljgner w1J be Involved In this 
treatment/plocedUra • 

. An aoeslbelfa practitioner dl.vtd ma bafore.my tlulmentlprocaduJa to dl&cuu the 
type{ a) of anesthesia I may need. AU fonn1 af anelthella Involve some risk. Although 
rare, unexpected aevere compllcationa wlh aheltheala can occur and include the 
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remate polllblltty of infecdon, bfe8clnQ. drug raac:liona, blood clola. lou of aenalticn, 
lost of lhb function, paralyall, stroke, bnltl damage, heart attack or death. 

Types of aneslhaala -include: 

General anesthesia: Drug ill.faGIIId Into the bloodatleam. bMathed Into the lungs. or by 
ather RXJia8 wtlh possible placenta ria tube Into the windpipe. 
Antfciplad benefit TOiaJ unconldoua ltllll, aaa1s1anc:e wlh lnathing. 
PauiJJe rflks: Pain where injacUan II glvM, moutfl or throat pain. hoarsert9881 Injury to 
mouth ortae~~. awa11tness under anestheala, n._, Injury to blood veeaels. 
pneumonia. 

Spi'lal or epidural analgesla/anelthMI 1Jn.G injected through a needle/catheter placed 
either dhctty Into th• epinaleanal. or lmmedlalely outlfde. 
~ benefit: Temporary decna1ad feeling and/or 1'11CJ\181'nent to kJwer r-rt of the 
bodr. , . 
Possltla lflki" Pain where injacUan II given, headache. badcache, bUZZing In the ears, 
corM.Mrll, Infection, persistent waa~cn .... numbnels, naefdual pain, injury to blood Yell• 1olaf epfnal.' 

Majol'lmlnor nerve b1ock: Drug lnJec*!ld near nervea pmvldfng lou of eenaation. to the ..... 
AntidpiDd bene1l: Temporary lou of feeling and/or movement or • apeclflc Umb or 
lnuL . 
Poulbll rflka: Pain whera lnjecllon II ;N8n. lnfeatlon, convulsions, weaknaea, 
peraistentnumbneaa, realdllllf pain, ~ry ID blood vae.ls. 

14. .IT EXPECTED THAT BLOOD PRODUCTS MAY BE NEEDED IN THIS 
TREATrBn'IPROCEDURE? 
IT IS EXPECTED lhat bkJod prodUCII may be Ulld In lhJIInlatment/praoedure. 

Anticfpalad Bands: The benefit of the blood products is that Ia may Improve my overall 
condllian or I8VI my life. 

POt.ntiar Rilb: The more common rllka Include (but are notlmlled to) 
tnractioniiJiilation whaM the needle II placed,,._., Dhlla,lllld ekln ruhea. Other rare 
but more lf!rioul compllcaflona may oaour auch •llllllglc 1'811CtJona, lhock, Ot death. I 
also kncM there ra a vary wmall rille: of Infection, Including a. rtak of hepatftls (<1 in 
200,000) ancllcr HIV/AIDS {<1 in 2 mllon). 

Atternattv.: (\HematiYM to blOod or blood pradudl 8uch ae auto-donation (using my 
own prevloualy donated blood), directed donation (blood donated by people whom I 
have Died to donate fDr me) and lrrtnt-opendlve 181vage (my CNm blood collected 
during eur;etY) may be tMiillbltt lf my ._lth. time. and procedure permit. In addltloA,
medlcl'liona may be used to reduce the need for blood products. 
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11. CONENTJO BLOOD PRdDUC'ra (F APPUCAIILE) 
The pallellt (or aurtog~te) canaentl to lhe uee of blood praducls. 

18. TRE'A'I'MI!HT UUrrA 110N8: llrnpo~e no specmc Urnltlllonl or prattitiona ragardi~ 
trealnlnt ott. than than that foiJow: 

17. DI8P08AL OF TISSUE: I ILIIholla the dllpalal af 1nY llUiiCdY removed tasue or 
pn........, from the pi"DG8dure acoardlng-to 80CUitcrned practice. 

18. CONSI!HT TO TREATIENT OF UNFORESEEN CONDtnoNS: I unclenlland that 
my phyaiciM may &nc:o&a'llllr Cl' dilco¥lr olw m dltrerent condllol• which require 
.tc11on11 ordlferent proc:edur8a tluln thole.._.. I aufMJrize my phy11idtn, and 
IIIOCilllld ll!lcfllical .... ....,.., •nd ather~ C8l8 provider1 to perfonn such other 
procedUr'el which n tldvlllbllln thlllr profa•la-181 judgment. 

11. OUTCOME: I undaratand thlt the praatbt of medlalna II not an exact tciiJnce, and that 
no .. ,.~~y or guaran188 ha been· made to,.,. • to 1111U1t or e&.n. 

20. CONIENTTO TRAINING PARTICIPATJON: 'This faciUly may hiMI an educational 
rollin the trMik1g ~ parwmadlclll panannel. 

AdmlltlnGe t~~•dlrttlapdlor tlohnlciiJ NpNMnlativelt 
( J f SF!!MJt tD lha admlllance fJIIIUdlnla ..Ucr tecfvltc.l rapreaenlaCiv8a for the purpose of 

IMnclrV lnldicaledUCIIfon and/cr pradtd wage. 

I l I do nqt CQIW!ftl tc tt. •dmlllnce rliiUdna and/or t.chriall rapnMM~nbltivM for the 
pc.lpOII of ldVanoing medical eduadon llldlor product ~~~~~·· 

Partlclpdon of etudent:a and/or tllchnkull ,.pNeentattv. 
[ ) I panMDt to 1he perllclpdan of IIILidenla andlar tac:hnlcal repreeerattves for 1hl purpoea 
of~ medlclll educatiDn endlor pradurx U~ege. 

( ] I do nqt qrrwnt to the partfelpdon ot tiiUdBnfl endlar llchnicll ntpreHlllatiwta for the 
purpoee of ..,dng medical eciLiclaan and/or product u.age. 

17. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
1 understand bt during the tt•tmenWprocadu•, fle dador or dentist may need to 
place 1 ~ devrce In my body. If a medical device II tmplanted In my body. 
perscnallnformation (such aa my name, IOdalaecady number. and madlcaJ 
inft)rmation) .U be given to the maker of the devlca for quality control purposes. 

After my surgery, I ask that Ute medical staff dlapoae af any of my tissues or body parts 
that WMt removed-during the fiUtla~dll'el. eslong as my doctor or dentist 
does not think that further pathological examination il needed. 
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~l'li.OIUW!D'---

If you have queatlona concamlng the cchedUinG d,..... pmalldure, call 
1~56-1111. 

11. COIIIIEHTI 

- PIMC1DJOIEB: 
By algning below, I atblat1D the following: 
.. AI relevant aapecla of the balmentfproaedan, lncludq lndlc:ationl, banefb, risks, 
and altematfvellncludlng no trltlbnent have been dllcaled wilh the plllent (or 
IUII'OQIIIII) Jn language1hatllhe COL4d undwwt8nd, and the patfont (or IUI'laQate) 
lndlcllld ~181an afthe dlloulllon. . 
-I hiVe given the Plt(enl (ar IU1fag818) .. opportun~Jm Ilk ql8111ona. 
- t did not uee lhrealll. lnducemenll, mlalllaclng lnbrndon, or make any attempt to 
COlWOe ihe pdent/1~ tD conNnttD lhllftllmlntlpmcachn . 
• r haVe given the palfant (or turrapla) h opportunfly to review a printed copy of th• 
consent form. 
·I hiM ...... 1111d..aDII'IMid 

MiQVfAfliURBQQ6Di 

By llar*l9 below. I allaetto the folowfna: 
• Someone,_ ecxpllll*'lhiB 1rallrnnlproaedure and what lis for. -Someone,_ uplalned howllll tlaatrnanlfprocure could help me, and 

1hinga fhlt could go wmng • 
• aaneone ha told me .a»out othertreellltenll or procaduret that might be 

done tllteed, and what WOUld happen Iff heM no lnla1ment or procadure. 
-Someone has ........ my qullllkn. 
.. I know thlt I may ..ruee or chlnge my mind lbout having lhfs tnllltrnfK1t or 

procedln. If I do ratt.. or ct.rve my mind. I w11 not loae my health care . 
.. a have nlllda pdadlld co, rib conan fDrm and I underltllnd It 
·I chooee to have thll~ure. 
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WID'f"'P'li 

By signing bebw. I attast to the fact that I have Wftne88ed lhe patient {or surrogate) and 
the practitioner algn thla coneent form . 

..----.--.--....a•11naW~~.!~ on~: 

•. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 12 

Issues 

Mrs. Taylor claims that lSI was negligent because it engaged in 

improper and misleading marketing of the robotic surgical system, provided 

inadequate and misleading warnings, and inadequately trained Dr. Bildsten 

and the Harrison Medical Center staff. 

Mrs. Taylor claims that lSI's conduct was a proximate cause of 

injuries and damage to her husband, her, and her husband's estate. 

lSI denies these claims and asserts that Dr. Bildsten and Fred Taylor 

are the proximate cause of any injuries and damages suffered by plaintiffs. 

lSI further denies the nature and extent of the claimed injuries and 

damage. 

The foregoing is merely a summary of the claims of the parties. You 

are not to consider the summary as proof of the matters claimed and you 

are to consider only those matters that are admitted or are established by 

the evidence. These claims have been outlined solely to aid you in 

understanding the issues. 
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·.~ ....... ~ .... . 

It is the duty of the Court to instruct you as to the measure of 

damages on Mrs. Taylor's claim for losses suffered by Mrs. Taylor as a 

result of Fred Taylor's death. By Instructing you on damages, the Court 

does not mean to suggest for which party your verdict should be rendered. 

If your verdict is for Mrs. Taylor, and you have determined that 

Intuitive proximately caused Fred Taylor's death, then you must determine 

the amount of money that will reasonably and fairly compensate Mrs. 

Taylor for such damages as you find were proximately caused by the death 

of Fred Taylor. 

If you find for Mrs. Taylor, you should consider the following items: 

What Fred Taylor reasonably would have been expected to contribute to 

Mrs. Taylor in the way of marital consortium. "Marital consortium• means 

the fellowship of husband and wife and the right of one spouse to the 

company, cooperation, and aid of the other in the matrimonial relationship. 

It includes emotional support, love, affection, care, services, 

companionship, including sexual companionship, as well as assistance 

from one spouse to the other. 

In making your determinations, you should take into account Fred 

Taylor's age, health, life expectancy, occupation, and habits. In determining 
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contribute in the future to Mrs. Taylor in the way of marital consortium, you 

should also take into account the amount you find Fred Taylor customarily 

contributed to Mrs. Taylor. 

The burden of proving damages rests upon Mrs. Taylor. It is for you 

to determine, based upon the evidence, whether any particular element has 

been proved by a preponderance of the evidence. 

Your award must be based upon evidence and not upon speculation, 

guess, or conjecture. · 

The law has not furnished us with any fixed standards by which to 

measure noneconomic damages. With reference to these matters you must 

be governed by your own judgment, by the evidence in the case, and by 

these instructions. 
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